
Salumet on Abortion: 

11th July 1994 

Les: Does the Spirit inhabit the physical body at the time of physical conception? 

There is much dispute in this matter, I know. I can only speak the truth as I know it. What I say to you, 

only accept that which you do not find insulting to your own intellects—this is acceptable—but I say 

'yes', at the time of conception, the Spirit enters that being. 

Les: So, an embryo is already a Spiritual being? 

The Spirit is from that first spark of unity. 

Les: Yes, thank you. It does have quite a bearing on the abortion controversy, which rages here at the 

moment. 

It also goes on in our world. 

Les: Does it really? 

There are many discussions—I will not say 'arguments,' but discussions. 

Les: In the event of an embryo being aborted, it returns to the Spirit world, let's call it that, or the pool of 

Spirits, as you put it. Does it continue to live as a Spirit being again, without any ill effects? 

It would depend on the situation. If that Spirit being entered to be aborted, it has fulfilled what it has 

come for. If it is aborted—let me find the correct terms for you—if that Spirit is aborted too soon, it 

would return to that pool of beings to find another body to re-inhabit. 

Les: But it is not affected by the experience? 

Yes, I have to say, yes. If the abortion takes place too quickly, then it is like being thrust back when you 

are not prepared. It is like, how shall I say, like a shock that you can feel. That is the reaction on the Spirit 

being. 

Les: Thank you.  

Debbie: What would be considered too soon, or too early or on time? 

Always remember that you are imbued with free will. When a Spirit chooses to reincarnate into a body, 

it is—'forward looking,' if you like. But, although your life plan is mapped within certain boundaries, the 

free will of the person can change, to abort that foetus. There are 'accidents,' let me state that here and 

now. We have been asked the question, 'If everything is planned and known, how come things happen?' 

But remember free will. So, you can have a foetus, whose life plan was longer. Therefore, when an 

abortion occurs, it is a shock to that Spirit being. Do you understand? 

Debbie: Yes, so free will can… 

Can interfere—yes. 

 

5th August 1996: 

Sarah: When does the Spirit actually enter the human body? Is it as soon as the baby is conceived, or once 

the child is born?  

I believe I have answered that question before. 

Les: Yes, you have. 

Yes, there is much controversy from our world on the subject, but I tell you that the Spirit enters the 

body on conception. There is much talk on this and I am aware of the differences of opinion, but I have 

said to you, that the moment of conception is when the Spirit enters, because after all, it has been 

waiting for such time to occur. 

Sarah: Thank you.  

Les: If I could follow from that, I think the lady’s question was prompted by the fact that many embryos 

have just been destroyed, embryos that have been frozen by our medical scientists. So, yes Sarah, they 

have been killed. That was what was bothering you, I think? 

Sarah: Well, that was part of what was on my mind and also this twin that is going to be aborted too. 



I have to tell you, that it is always up to the human being, what ‘way’ they take in life. But I say to you, 

that on the whole, abortion is wrong. 

Sarah: Thank you. 

Les: Those embryos that have just been destroyed, they of course would return to your world, wouldn’t 

they, to await a further birth period here? 

Let me say a little about this subject. I am aware of what you speak about, and I believe I have told you 

also in earlier days, that we have what is called, ‘Spirit pool,’ because I remember dear friend, you 

questioned me on that also. (Yes) When Spirit is forced back to our world—and that is the only word I 

can find that is appropriate for now—they return to the ‘pool of Spirit’, to await what happens to them 

next time. Spirit waits to be born and you may say: ‘Well why did the Soul not know that this would 

happen?’ It is a case of man interfering, you have to remember this. And man does abuse and man does 

destroy and man does interfere with nature. I hope this is clear to you. (Affirmed) 

Les: If I could ask one extra question on that: The ‘pool of Spirits’ as you call it, we understand that and can 

accept the inference, would those Spirits have any knowledge in their own right, whilst they're in the pool, 

or are they in a dormant stage? 

Whilst in Spirit pool, they are buffeted from all things, for a period of time. I believe you might call it, a 

recovery period, when then they will be guided and helped to know what to do next.  

Les: I see, so they do become, in effect, a living entity again, in your world? 

Of course, but they need that recovery time, because they have been expelled from this world, under 

difficult circumstances. 

Les: Yes, they’ve been forcibly expelled haven’t they? (Yes) 

Mark: Can an aborted child later come back through the mother it was aborted through originally?  

Of course this can happen, but it is not something that happens generally. There would have to be a very 

good reason for this to occur. It would depend upon why the abortion took place. It depends on all 

aspects of things—what was in the mother’s mind and why the soul was aborted. It’s a complicated issue, 

but I would say, generally, no. 

Les: And you would always condemn abortion, in any shape at all, and for any reason at all?  

No, you cannot make it black or white, it is not so simple. Sometimes the mother aborts for what she 

would consider very good reasons, health reasons. She does not get rid of the child for selfish motives. 

You understand? 

Les: Yes, that’s back to considering the motive, rather than the action. 

Always it is cause and effect, remember, and remember also, that generally most peoples do not have 

the knowledge that you all have. You understand? 

Les: Yes, to them it’s purely a physical thing, isn’t it? 

Of course. To most peoples, a foetus in the womb, is not a child, but I have to tell you, those of you here 

who have greater knowledge, that they are ridding themselves, of another soul. They are breaking their 

contracts, perhaps you can understand those terms? 

Les: Yes, when you use those words, we can understand that they are breaking a contract, but as you say, 

those who create that action, are not aware of the Spiritual nature. 

They do it unwittingly, so again you have to make allowances and you must not judge.  

 

20th October 1997: 

Les: We hear many times of course that a woman who is carrying a child, must/mustn't do certain things, 
because of its effect upon that child. That led me to wonder whether the mother's spiritual awareness, 
would affect the development of the spiritual awareness of the child, while it is within her womb, because 
you have told us that the soul arrives at the moment of conception. 
Yes, I understand your question. Of course, the spiritual aspect of the mother and the child, have 
previously made the 'contract,' if you like, of joining together at the time of conception, through to birth. 
That Spirit or Soul, would already know that this was about to happen. But once you have incarnated 



into flesh, then memory is often erased. But Spiritual knowledge can never be erased. So the Spirit 
aspect of both mother and child know fully what is expected of them. It perhaps seems strange to you, 
but we speak upon two separate issues here. The foetus within the mother's womb, of course has to 
apply to itself the issues of human life, within the cloaks of bodily tissue. But the Spiritual aspects of 
both mother and child, know what is expected, and what will happen. So no matter what the physical 
outcome is, the soul knows what is about to happen and nothing can alter it. Do you understand? This is 
a complex issue and one I do not think you would understand fully, because we are speaking as I said, on 
two separate issues here. 
Les: Yes, because the soul of the mother would have free will presumably. And if because of that free will, 
it departed from what had been agreed before conception that surely would affect the Spiritual 
development of the child? 
No, no, we must make something clear to you here and now. Whenever there is abortion, and I think 
perhaps that is one issue that you have in mind—that is already known. Only when the child comes to 
full term and is born, is there the opportunity for interference. Do you understand? (I see.) That soul—let 
us speak of the soul, rather than the child. If that soul is to be aborted, it would know beforehand.  
Les: Yes, that's part of the prearranged plan then? 
I would say in most cases—there are the odd cases, when there are alterations to plan, but the soul 
would know of this beforehand.  
Les: I see, yes it certainly is complicated, isn’t it? 
It is complex issues and something, which we have touched upon, but mainly when the soul affects 
another, it is not a mother and child—that is too soon and all would be known beforehand in any case.  
Les: Yes, this is what's difficult for us to understand fully. 
Yes, I do not feel the time is right for us to enter into this topic, because your knowledge at present is 
not fully comprehensive enough. I do not mean to push you aside with your question, but what would 
be the point in explaining to you, when I know your understanding would not reach out and touch and 
fully understand. 
 
12th May 2014: 

Jo: I would like to ask Salumet please: What happens to the Spirit babies? Do they all go into a pool when 

they pass over stillborn to wait for their mums, or do they grow up in Spirit world? 

This is not quite as straightforward an answer as you would think. Of course, the babies who pass to 
Spirit, if they have had the love bond, they will be nurtured and raised in Spirit. And of course, they will 
know and recognise their mother, as you would say, when their time comes to pass to Spirit. There are a 
small element that, let us say I think you would call, when babies are aborted early. They are still Spirit, 
but they have never had the love connection. And those Spirits—and it is very few I have to say, will 
return to a pool of energy. But mostly they grow in Spirit, these children; they are loved and raised in 
Spirit by those who wish to do this work, and they know of course their parents. 
 


